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‘’Lesser’’ Bilaterals and Basal Phyla
1- Cheng, Ken - Learning in Cnidaria: A systematic review
Email

ken.cheng@mq.edu.au

Homepage

https://www.mq.edu.au/research/research-centres-groupsand-facilities/groups/animal-behavior/our-people/ken-cheng

Research Subjects

comparative cognition, animal cognition, navigation,
neuroethology

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

Cheng, K. (2021). Learning in Cnidaria: A systematic review.
Learning & Behavior, 49(2), 175–189.
https://doi.org/10.3758/s13420-020-00452-3

Article résumé:
This paper reviews the literature on learning in cnidarians. It first aimed to review literature for
all basal phyla but no study was ever conducted on the subject of learning in Ctenophora, corals
and box jellies. The author found evidence of habituation in hydras, jellyfish, and sea
anemones. Sensitization was found in sea anemones (relating to the release of nematocysts)
and so was classical conditioning.
Cnidarian are made up of four classes:
- Anthozoans : sea anemones, corals, and other largely sessile animals.
- Hydrozoans : a very heterogeneous class. Small hydras to large ''colonial'' like the
PortugueseMan o'War, who are made up of other smaller organisms forming a colony.
- Cubozoans : box-jellies.
- Scyphozoans : true-jellyfish.
Cnidarians possess muscles and diffuse neural systems (but neural centralization can occur in
some species). The eyes of jellyfishes are simpler than those of box-jellies, whose eyes are
more similar to those of mollusca like squids. The author concludes we should take for granted
the presence of associative learning in all cnidaria and that the ball is in the court of the the
skeptics.
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2- Moroz, Leonid - Neural versus alternative integrative systems: molecular insights into origins
of neurotransmitters
Email

moroz@ufl.edu

Homepage

https://neuroscience.ufl.edu/profile/moroz-leonid/

Research Subjects

Neuroscience, evolution

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349108089_Neural
_versus_alternative_integrative_systems_Molecular_insights
_into_origins_of_neurotransmitters
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Article résumé: The main hypothesis of this paper is that transmitters made the nervous system
by integrating ancestral populations of secretory compounds for behavioral coordinations
without synapses, their diversity being the most profound pre-neuronal adaptation of
metazoans. According to the authors, the earliest neural systems evolved from polarized
secretory cells without synapses and capable of volume transmission across a long distance in
the multicellular body. This ‘’long distance’’ coordination through transmitters was necessary for
integrating behaviors, such as novel feeding ecology, reactions to injuries and defense
strategies. They propose that the high diversity of these transmitters provided a molecular
playground from which could emerge the first neuroid-type signalling in early metazoans.
They also provide a review of the data on the evolution of neural systems in basal metazoans.
The secondary loss of neural systems occured only twice (meaning, only two groups ever
regressed back to their ‘’pre-neuronal’’ organization, while not being a complete loss). These
groups are Dycemedia and Myxozans, parasites were simplified due to their overspecialization
to the environment of their hosts. However, it is important to note that once the nervous system
was gained, it was never lost in all of the 32 phyla with one; implying it is a highly valuable trait,
supporting adaptive behaviors and developmental programs. Thus, it is very unlikely that the
other two important basal phyla without nervous systems - Porifera and Placozoa - ever
possessed such a system.
The first independent origin of a neural system probably occurred in Ctenophores. While
commonly being referred to as comb jellies, they are remarkably different in virtually all of their
anatomical, developmental and genomic composition compared to other metazoans. As soon
as neurons arose, there was an explosive diversification of neural cell types and an equally
explosive count of convergent evolution of similar behaviors. It is possible that the evolution of
complex brains occurred independently more than twenty times, with the greatest diversity in
Mollusca.
Out of about 100 classes of bilaterians, only three classes ever developed eusociality - the most
evolutionary successful form of social organization. Its independent evolution might have
occurred 18 times: once for termites, ants, ambrosia beetles, aphids, shrimps and humans,
respectively. It also occurred twice in naked mole rats, three times in both wasps and shrimps,
and at least four times in bees. As the formation of social relationships and complex behavioral
integrations are performed by balancing diverse subsets of molecules in the brains (to regulate
one’s aggressivity when interacting with conspecifics for example) the broadest spectrum of all
studied behaviors is inherently traced to the study of transmitter pathways (behaviors can be
studied and modeled according to variation of bio-neuropharmacology).
The rest of the article is dedicated to a rather technical and in-depth review of the different
transmitters used by basal metazoans and providing interesting hypotheses for their origins. It
should however be mentioned they recommend erring on the side of caution when molecules
known to be transmitters in complex bilaterians are found in simpler organisms. It has to be
experimentally demonstrated that they indeed serve as transmitters facilitating behaviors. The
article ends with a summary of their six propositions to further our understanding of how the first
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neural systems evolved, and how its evolution is mainly due to the integration of novel
behaviors by transmitters. Below is a figure summarizing the relationships.
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3- Levin, Michael - Reframing cognition: getting down to biological basics
Email

michael.levin@tufts.edu

Homepage

https://ase.tufts.edu/biology/labs/levin/

Research Subjects

Bio-electricity, collective intelligence, laterality

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rstb.2019.0
750

Article résumé: This résumé is a collection of extracts and short commentaries.
‘’The cognitive sciences should join the rest of the life sciences in how they approach the quarry
with their research domain. Specifically, understanding how organisms on the lower branches of
the phylogenetic tree become familiar with, value and exploit elements of an ecological niche
while avoiding harm can be expected to aid understanding of how organisms that evolved later
do the same or similar things” == (...) Specifically, understanding how organisms on the lower
branches of the phylogenetic trees learn how to do the right thing with the right kind of
thing can be expected to aid understanding of how organisms that evolved later do the same or
similar things.
Other added extracts:
“Because no definition of cognition exists that reflects its biological basis, we advance a working
definition that can be operationalized; introduce a behavior-generating toolkit of capacities that
comprise the function (e.g. sensing/perception, memory, valence, learning, decision making,
communication), each element of which can be studied relatively independently; and identify a
(necessarily incomplete) suite of common biophysical mechanisms found throughout the
domains of life involved in implementing the toolkit.”
“By showcasing work in diverse, currently disconnected fields, we hope to sketch the outline of
a new multidisciplinary approach for comprehending cognition, arguably the most fascinating
and hard-tofathom evolved function on this planet.”
“Taking seriously modern evolutionary and cell biology arguably now requires recognition that
the information-processing dynamics of ‘simpler’ forms of life are part of a continuum with
human cognition. The commonalities are mechanistic, not metaphorical.”
About the how/why VS when/where :
“We know more than we ever have, in granular detail, about what brains do. However, we are
still very much in the dark about how brain activity generates behavior. Connections among all
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302 neurons of the tiny nematode Caenorhabditis elegans have been mapped, a stunning
technical achievement from a half-century of detailed experimental effort, but we still don’t know
how the wiring diagram generates behavior in a living worm [9].”
The authors also argue that there could be an evolutionary link between electrical signalling in
bacterial biofilms and information-processing in mammalian brains. They list the many finding of
the 2015 paper 5 Ion channels enable electrical communication in bacterial communities :

“The Süel group investigated whether changes in cellular membrane potential might play a role
in the formation of memory in B. subtilis cells as in neurons [3].3 Using light as a stimulus, not
only did the team find that biofilm cells could form ion channel-mediated memories, but they
found that complex memory patterns—in this case, a logo of the University of California at San
Diego—could be encoded at the single-cell level. “

4- Robinson, David - Plants have neither synapses nor a nervous system
Email

David.Robinson@urz.uni-heidelberg.de

Homepage

https://www.zmbh.uni-heidelberg.de/kolleg/kollegzellbio/Robinson.html

Research Subjects

Plant Cell Biology

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S01761617
21001061

PART 1: WHY PLANTS HAVE NO SYNAPSES
There is no doubt there is electric signaling across the phloem (the central part of a plant stem,
assuring the transport of sugars among others). The authors begin by remarking that having
electrical signaling between cells is in no way a feature of only neurons: there is even electrical
signal transmission without specialized structures like gap junctions. They also note that only
three clades of metazoan animals have chemical synapses : ctenophora, cnidaria, and bilateria,
leaving out placozoa and porifera.
They then describe the precise area Baluska proposes as an analog of animal chemical
synapses:
“ the plant host cell reacts to the foreign organism by intense, highly localized secretory activity
involving both Golgi-derived vesicles carrying pectins and callose synthase (Kwon et al., 2008;
Voigt, 2014) as well as the release of “exosomes“, through fusion of multivesicular bodies with
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the host cell plasma membrane (Robinson, 2015; Roth et al., 2019). These structures are quite
unlike animal synapses both in structure and function. Nor is there any evidence to suggest that
these interacting plasma membrane domains are hot spots of electrical signaling, although it
has been proposed for the so-called “symbiotic synapse” in root nodules that an electrochemical
gradient is created across the opposing plasma membranes that fuels the secondary transport
of Pi, sucrose etc. “
What they just described is precisely what Baluska refers to as an immunological plant synapse,
a concept he recently started referring to as a plant synapse as of late, despite there being no
scientific basis for it. They make a long list of refutations in a very technical vocabulary which
cannot be summarized here.
“Another term that plant neurobiologists have appropriated from the animal literature is “adhesive
contacts“, which is a misnomer since direct contact between plant cells, and therefore adhesion of
adjacent plasma membranes is not possible due to the cell wall. Nevertheless, Baluska et al. (2005)
consider the non-growing cross walls lying between elongating plant cells to be “adhesive domains“
which, in turn, are described by them to be a “plant developmental synapse”. (...) We assume therefore
(since references are not given) that when Baluska and Mancuso (2021) write “plant-specific synaptic-like
domains exist in the epidermis, endodermis and pericycle, as well as the vascular parenchyma lining
vascular elements“ they are referring to specific actin-myosin domains that are visible in the confocal
microscope. Evidence for intensified vesicle fusion with the plasma membrane at these sites has not
been presented, and certainly there is no indication that these loci are preferred sites for action potential
generation and propagation. “

PART 2 : WHY PLANTS HAVE NO NERVOUS SYSTEMS
The authors begin by reviewing the basic neurobiology of the nervous and what makes it unique
amongst living organisms. Axons have the property to ‘’strengthen’’ the electrical signal in order
to prevent loss at every step, something that is not found in phloem. The authors invoke the
common-sense notion that the evolution of nervous systems was driven by the advantages of
sensory-motor integration, behavioral flexibility and speed, things that are lacking in plants or
even in poriferans and placozoans.
The authors then precisely describe how the phloem cannot be seen as an analog for the
nervous system. The phloem indeed serves as a low-resistance long-range conduit for
electropotential wave propagation but the way it is implemented is radically different. What it is
principally transporting is the assimilate, which is the product of photosynthesis. There is no
electrophysiological data to support speculations about possible electrical signal propagation
along the phloem.
There is something that can be described as an action potential in Venus fly traps and other
carnivorous plants. However, these action potentials are very localized and there is no proof the
electrical signal reaches its phloem for further processing. There are no proofs of centralization
or of communication from phloem to phloem of a single plant with regards to electric signalling.
It has also been demonstrated that other parts of plants with similar capacities for slow-wave
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signaling than the phloem play a role in the wound-induced electrical signaling of leaves. The
authors are categorical:
“In summary, electrical signals and their propagation in plants are so different from the
specialized signal processing in neuronal networks that any comparison is difficult if not
worthless to persue. The idea that the continuum of symplasmic connections in the phloem
makes the phloem an ideal substitute for a nervous system reminds one of reticularist theories
of the nineteenth century.”

5- Ignacio, Loy - Where Association Ends. A Review of Associative Learning in
Invertebrates, Plants and Protista, and a Reflection on Its Limits
Email

??

Homepage

??

Research Subjects

?? https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ignacio-Loy??

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/IgnacioLoy/publication/355156342_Where_association_ends_A_rev
iew_of_associative_learning_in_invertebrates_plants_and_p
rotista_and_a_reflection_on_its_limits/links/616fd779b148a9
24b8016382/Where-association-ends-A-review-ofassociative-learning-in-invertebrates-plants-and-protistaand-a-reflection-on-its-limits.pdf

Article résumé: The authors review the literature to conclude that for all invertebrate phyla, we
have indisputable proof of associative learning in platyhelminthes, mollusca, annelida,
nematoda, arthropoda and echinodermata. Like Chen, they haven’t found any data on learning
in ctenophora. Here are their main findings.
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6- Rankin, Catharine - The role of neuropeptides in learning: insights from C. elegans
Email

crankin@psych.ubc.ca

Homepage

https://psych.ubc.ca/profile/catharine-rankin/

Research Subjects

Neuroscience of learning, C elegans

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S13572
72520301187

Article Résumé : Learning leads to alterations in neural circuitry, like synaptic rewiring and
synaptic plasticity. While the precise roles and functions of neuropeptides aren’t yet fully
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understood, they probably play a vital role in this process. It’s adaptive value must be
considerable as neuropeptides are present in all metazoans. C elegans genome encodes many
evolutionary ancient neuropeptigernic systems, they are useful models to study the role of
neuropeptides in the evolution of many forms of learning. Using them as models resulted in the
following findings:
1. Role of neuropeptides in non-associative learning:
a) Neuropeptides mediate different types of non-associative learning through different
pathways, likely governed by specific types of neuropeptide receptors expressed in
different cells and tissues.
b) Neuropeptides are important for multi-component, coordinated behavioral changes in
non-associative learning.
c) Neuropeptides interact with other neuromodulators to shape the response patterns in
learning
2. Role of neuropeptides in associative learning in C. elegans
(Rapporteur comments: If having oxytocin and vasopressin is correlated with sentience, then
these animals are sentient). They use these and other neuropeptides to form short, intermediate
and long-term memory integrating appetitive or aversive valence of stimuli from various sensorimotor sources including gustatory, olfactory, thermal, mechanical and gaseous ones. There is a
lot of ongoing work in establishing their precise role but the precise mechanisms by which
neuropeptides help to generate associative learning are still a mystery. The authors conclude
with great optimism about possible non-destructive in-vivo imaging (which is the subject of one
of the following résumés).

7- Collins III, James J. - [Primer on] Platyhelminthes
Email

JamesJ.Collins@UTSouthwestern.edu (?)

Homepage

http://www.collinslab.org/

Research Subjects

Stem cells, parasite biology

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S09609822
17301525

Article Résumé: This article serves as a primer on the biology of platyhelminthes. These
animals are capable of associative learning supported by a surprisingly complex central nervous
system. Their phylum is so diverse that general sweeping remarks cannot be made. However,
they all share the trait of having no anus. They also possess eye-like photoreceptors.
Platyhelminthes are, except for a few exceptions, cross-fertilizing hermaphrodites. In some
species, mating is done violently by hypodermic insemination. “Some such polyclads also
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engage in ‘penis fencing’ where the worms square off and attempt to inject their opponent with
sperm while simultaneously avoiding the wrath of their rival’s penis.”
Platyhelminthes are the undisputed champions of regeneration as an individual can grow back
from tissue fragments as small as 1/279th the size of an intact worm. This incredible capacity is
due to a population of stem cells called neoblasts. When a site is injured, these cells migrate to
the site of the wound and differentiate. These cells are pluri-potent as they can form any tissue
(even a new head and brain!).
There are tens of thousands of species of platyhelminthes. They infect around 200 million
humans every year and claim the lives of 200 000. Unlike nematoda, where parasitism evolved
independently many times, parasitism arose from a single evolutionary event in flatworms that
infect vertebrates (Neodermata). Neodermata infect every species of vertebrates on earth, and
so this trait is arguably the most successful transition to parasitism in the animal kingdom.
Neodermata get their name from a novel epidermis, consisting of a single, huge multinucleated
cell.

8- Ando, Motonori - Structural analysis of the statocyst and nervous system of
Praesagittifera naikaiensis, an acoel flatworm, during development after hatching
Email

andom@okayama-u.ac.jp

Homepage

https://soran.cc.okayamau.ac.jp/html/46a14c64d048cb9174506e4da22f6611_en.html
http://andrewbarron.org/

Research Subjects

??

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00435-02100521-9

Article résumé: This article describes the developmental trajectory of the gravity sensing organs
of flatworms. From the results, this form of ‘’sensing’’ the environment is vital for flatworms and
is developed after hatching. The experiments tightly correlate the development of this capacity
to the development of the CNS of the flatworm.
The gravity sensing organ in question is the statocyst and the authors demonstrate that it is
surrounded by the commissural brain. This means that the densest part of the flatworm’s central
nervous system is around this organ. Whatever it feels like to be a flatworm, it must feel like
sensing gravity.
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9- Santos, Charles Morphy - What if… Sponges Originated 890 Million Years Ago? On
the Emergence of Some Precursors of Animal Sentience
Email

charles.santos@ufabc.edu.br

Homepage

https://charlesmorphy.blogspot.com/

Research Subjects

Evolution, biology

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11692-021-09551-z

Article Résumé: This article builds upon the latest paleontological discoveries in early animals,
especially the recent description of an 890-million-year-old sponge fossil. If the fossil is indeed
confirmed to be porifera, it will push back the origin of Metazoans by several hundred million
years, as the previous oldest fossil of a metazoan is somewhere between 571 to 539 Ma, with
the first ctenophore and the first porifera being of the same approximate age. But this has now
changed and opens the way for new questions about sentience.
Although the authors are categorical about sentience in Porifera - they are not sentient because
they lack a CNS - they agree this demonstrates that the molecular framework necessary for the
emergence of sentience dates back even further than previously thought. While porifera are
nerveless and without muscles, they use neurotransmitters like GABA and glutamate to
coordinate their behavior.
10- Santos, Charles Morphy - Evolutionary puzzle: discussing the evolution of sentience
in Metazoa through a phylogenetic perspective
Email

charlesmorphy@gmail.com

Homepage

https://charlesmorphy.blogspot.com/

Research Subjects

Evolution, biology

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/biorxiv/early/2021/05/23/202
1.05.21.445182.full.pdf

Article résumé: This article addresses the question of finding a LUCSA, the Last Universal
Common Sentient Ancestor. To do so, the authors review the literature on the evolution of the
nervous system and cooperation of sensory modules in metazoans. There seems to be two
main hypotheses: either sentience is due to a single evolution event, or it occurred
independently in various clades of Metazoans. If the first hypothesis is true, the authors believe
that only Bilaterians are capable of sentience; thus, the proto-bilaterian (Urbilateria) would be
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the LUCSA to look for. They propose studying operant and classical conditioning, and the ability
to respond to mechanical, thermal and chemical stimuli.

The authors propose that the presence of dopamine may be another hint of sentience.
Dopamine is present in all animals with nerve cells (even in non-bilaterians), implying that even
animals without centralization are capable of feeling. They believe there is a single common
sentient ancestor to all bilaterians but the authors do not exclude potential sentience of
ctenophores as these animals evolved nervous cells and systems independently. Once more,
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it’s not so much the conclusions they draw that matters but the evidence they cite, which can be
useful to make observations regarding the sentience of invertebrates.
11- Jekely, Gaspar - Neuropeptide repertoire and 3D anatomy of the ctenophore
nervous system
Email

charlesmorphy@gmail.com

Homepage

https://biosciences.exeter.ac.uk/staff/profile/index.php?web_i
d=Gaspar_Jekely

Research Subjects

Evolution, structure and function of neural circuits.

Animal Sentience Contribution

**

Article reference

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S096098222101245
8?token=6BF61D3D123A999F0AFA0F0A1AE5C196B06789
AB50259E3B912A52743035A5E33530543C7B18D2513355
67CB22D4C8F9&originRegion=us-east1&originCreation=20211213022545

Article Résumé: Ctenophores have a unique repertoire of neuropeptides which play various
roles in the behaviors of these incredible animals. The authors believe the nervous systems of
ctenophores support the hypothesis that the first nervous systems evolved as nets of
peptidergic cells. Their methodology allowed them to reveal the molecular identify of ctenophore
neurons. They use novel machine learning methods in order to describe many neuropeptide
precursors but there is still a lot of research to be done before we can establish an orthology of
ctenophore, cnidarian and bilaterian neuropeptides.
Their nervous system consists mainly of the subepithelial nervous net (SNN) and the aboral
organ. The aboral organ acts as the main hub of reception and signal integration. The SNN
ensures communication across the individual. These animals do not possess any nerve cells in
their stomach and digestive system. While they possess neurons, their neurons do not share
neurites between them and the question of how these neurons are connected remains open.
Considering the complexity of their nervous system, it must have developed after the split of
ctenophores from other animals in the phylogenetic tree. The authors believe, however, that
there are some undisputable similarities between the neurons of ctenophores and other living
animals, hinting at some sort of convergent evolution of the trait.
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Arthropods
Insects
1- Barron, Andrew B. - Insects have the capacity for subjective experience
Email

andrew.barron@mq.edu.au

Homepage

http://andrewbarron.org/

Research Subjects

Animal minds, modelling insect brains, bee welfare

Animal Sentience Contribution

AA

Article reference

Klein, C., &amp; Barron, A. B. (2016). Insects have the
capacity for subjective experience. Animal Sentience, 1(9).
https://doi.org/10.51291/2377-7478.1113

Article résumé:
In humans, subjective experience is believed to be supported by the midbrain and subcortical
structures. Damage to midbrain structures can hinder subjective experience. The midbrain
allows for integrated spatial processing. “The midbrain thus allows for unified sensory
processing and decision making without invoking a separate control system utilizing the
information to make a decision”. Midbrain also includes “dynamic and ongoing connection
between perception, interoception, associative memory, and motor feedback.” Insects’ central
complex is very similar to mammal’s superior colliculi (of the midbrain). “The structures of the
insect brain are functionally analogous to those functions of the vertebrate midbrain”
“In summary, there are significant parallels between the functional organization of the insect
brain and that of the vertebrate midbrain behavioral core control system. Both systems have
specialized regions for processing the position of the moving animal in space. In both systems
action selection is resolved by combining information on position with information on the
environment, the relevance of stimuli in the environment to the animal, and the state of the
animal.” … “processing of this kind supports the capacity for a subjective experience of the
environment. Processing in the insect brain is unified to a similar degree, for similar reasons.
Hence, we propose that the insect brain can also support a capacity for subjective experience.”
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2- Brown, Gary E. - Learned helplessness in the cockroach (Periplaneta americana)
Email

?

Homepage

?

Research Subjects

Learned Helplessness in animals

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Brown, G. E., & Stroup, K. (1988). Learned helplessness in
the cockroach (Periplaneta americana). Behavioral and
Neural Biology, 50(2), 246‑250.
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0163-1047(88)90921-1

Article résumé:
Cockroaches were exposed to electrical shocks that were either escapable or inescapable. One
day later, they were tested in a shuttlebox escape task, where the cockroaches could escape
the shock by running to the other side of the box. There were significant differences between
the two groups in escape latencies and the number of failures to escape.
Researchers suggest it could be explained by the learned helplessness theory, which is used to
explain similar behaviors in vertebrates
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3- Cammaerts, Marie-Claire - Are ants (hymenoptera, formicidae) capable of self
recognition?
Email

mccammaerts@gmail.com or
https://fourmisenseignement.com/

Homepage

https://fourmisenseignement.com/

Research Subjects

Ant biology and cognition

Animal Sentience Contribution

CC

Article reference

Cammaerts Tricot, M. C., & Cammaerts, R. (2015). Are ants
(Hymenoptera, Formicidae) capable of self recognition?.
Journal of science, 5(7), 521-532.

Article résumé:
When placed in front of a mirror, forager ants touched the mirror with their mouth parts and
behaved unusually. They did not do this when looking at nestmates through the glass.
Experimenters took half the ants and put a blue dot on their clypeus. Ants cannot see their own
clypeus, but they can see it in their reflection. The experimenters then observed both
groups
to see if they would attempt to clean themselves. Neither group did. When the placed the ants
with blue dots in front of the mirror, these ants would see themselves and attempt to clean their
own clypeus. They would not try to clean the clypeus of the ant in the mirror.
Forager ants with brown dots (the same colour as their cuticles) would not attempt to remove
the dots when placed in front of the mirror. However, they did check out their reflection and
behave unusually.
Forager ants with blue dots on their occiputs (back of their head, not visible in their reflection)
did not try to remove the spot. They did however react in the same way as the previous ants did
at their reflection in the mirror. Other ants would become aggressive when they encountered the
ants with blue on their clypei. It was as if they saw these ants as a part of a different species.
Ants with blue dots on their clypei would also become aggressive with each other. This did not
happen with ants with brown dots, or when the dots were on the occiputs. This fear of being
perceived as a different species could explain the blue clypeus ants’ reactions to their
reflections. “Ants seeing such a dot on their head are expected to have the survival behavior of
trying to clean themselves in order to remove the alien mark [so that they would still be
accepted in the colony].”
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4- Cassill, Deby - A study on abdominal wagging in the fire ant, Solenopsis invicta, with
speculation on its meaning
Email

cassill@mail.usf.edu

Homepage

http://biology.usf.edu/ib/faculty/dcassill/

Research Subjects

Animal behavior, ants

Animal Sentience Contribution

None

Article reference

Cassill, D., Ford, K., Huynh, L., Shiffman, D. and Vinson, S.
B. (2016). A study on abdominal wagging in the fire ant,
Solenopsis invicta, with speculation on its meaning. J.
Bioeconomics 18, 159-167. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10818016-9226-7

Article résumé:
When fire ants “wag” their abdomen inside their colonies, they don’t emit any sounds or venom.
They tend to “wag” more when tending to brood and when eating. Wagging also doesn’t seem
to attract or repell any other ants. It appears to be an expression of pleasure (just like dogs).

5- Cheng, Ken - Self-control in honeybees
Email

ken.cheng@mq.edu.au

Homepage

https://www.mq.edu.au/research/research-centres-groupsand-facilities/groups/animal-behavior/our-people/ken-cheng

Research Subjects

Specialist in spatial cognition and animal behavior. He
studies lots of species, including invertebrates (cnadaria,
ants, crabs, honeybees).

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Cheng, K., Peña, J., Porter, M. A., & Irwin, J. D. (2002). Selfcontrol in honeybees. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 9(2),
259‑263. https://doi.org/10.3758/BF03196280

Article résumé:
Bees were trained to fly to a reward in a bottle cap on a table. In the training process, only one
reward was presented: it was either a sweeter sugar water solution covered by a transparent lid,
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or a less sweet solution with no lid. The lid of the sweeter solution was removed 5 seconds after
the bee entered a specific area delimited by a paper under the cap.
After the training process, two caps were presented to the bees, and they could chose between
the delayed sweeter solution, or the immediate less sweet solution.
Results: 58.6% (total n = 16) of the bees chose the sweeter delayed reward.
They conducted a similar experiment, but it was the size of the reward that varied, instead of the
quality. Bees had to fly into a transparent box, and the immediate smaller reward was placed
more near the entrance of the box, whereas the delayed bigger reward was placed in the middle
of the box. Bees had to travel a few seconds more to get to the bigger reward.
“The bees as a group preferred the large delayed reward”.
Summary of their results: Bees are more likely to choose a larger delayed reward than a smaller
immediate reward. They also tend to choose a sweeter delayed reward and a less sweet
immediate reward. This experiment suggests bees could have more self-control than rats and
pigeons.

6- Chittka, Lars - Associative Mechanisms Allow for Social Learning and Cultural
Transmission of String Pulling in an Insect
Email

l.chittka@qmul.ac.uk

Homepage

http://chittkalab.sbcs.qmul.ac.uk/Lars.html

Research Subjects

Sensory physiology, learning psychology, evolutionary
ecology

Animal Sentience Contribution

Webinars

Article reference

Alem S, Perry CJ, Zhu X, Loukola OJ, Ingraham T, et al.
(2016) Associative Mechanisms Allow for Social Learning
and Cultural Transmission of String Pulling in an Insect.
PLOS Biology 14(10): e1002564.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1002564

Article résumé:
Bees show signs of culture. “we first show that bumblebees can be trained to pull a string to
access a reward, but most could not learn on their own. Naïve bees learned how to pull strings
by observing trained demonstrators from a distance. Learning the behavior through observation
relied on bees paying attention to both the string and the position of the trained demonstrator
bee while pulling the string. We then tested whether bees could pass this information to others
during a semi-natural situation involving several colonies. We found that once one bee knew
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how to string pull, over time, most of the foraging bees learned from the initially trained bee or
from bees who had learned from the trained bee, even after the initial demonstrator was no
longer available. These results suggest that learning a nonnatural task in bumblebees can
spread culturally through populations.”
7- Chittka, Lars - Bumblebees show cognitive flexibility by improving on an observed
complex behavior
Email

l.chittka@qmul.ac.uk

Homepage

http://chittkalab.sbcs.qmul.ac.uk/Lars.html

Research Subjects

sensory physiology, learning psychology, evolutionary
ecology

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Loukola, O. J., Solvi, C., Coscos, L., &Chittka, L. (2017).
Bumblebees show cognitive flexibility by improving on an
observed complex behavior. Science, 355(6327), 833‑836.
https://doi.org/10.1126/science.aag2360

Article résumé:
Bumblebees can be trained to move a small ball into a specific location to get a reward (sucrose
solution).
In the training, when bees did not accomplish the task, the experimenter would demonstrate
how to do it. They used a miniature plastic bee model attached to a transparent stick to move
the ball. With each trial, bees took progressively less time to solve the task, and were more
precise in their pathways to move the ball up to the desired location.
In a second experiment, untrained bees were put in 3 different conditions: 1) A social learning
condition (they saw trained bees solve the task), 2) A ‘ghost’ demonstration: the ball was move
by a hidden magnet, 3) No demonstration
In the first and second group, the demonstrators move the ball that was the furthest from the
location (the 2 other balls were glued). The test bees could choose which of the 3 balls they
would move (they were not glued).
Results: The social learning group had more successful trials and took less time to solve the
task, followed by the ‘ghost’ condition group, and finally, the group with no demonstration.
Also, bees generalized their learning and moved the ball that was closer to the location, even if
they saw the demonstrator move the farthest ball. They did not simply copy the demonstrator,
but rather improved the behavior by using a faster route.
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8- Dubynin, Vyacheslav - Effects of Peptide and Non-Peptide Opioids on
Protective Reaction of the Cockroach Periplaneta americana in the “Hot Camera”
Email

?

Homepage

?

Research Subjects

Neuropharmacologie

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Gritsai, O. B., Dubynin, V. A., Pilipenko, V. E., & Petrov, O.
P. (2004). Effects of Peptide and Non-Peptide Opioids on
Protective Reaction of the Cockroach Periplaneta americana
in the “Hot Camera”. Journal of Evolutionary Biochemistry
and Physiology, 40(2), 153‑160.
https://doi.org/10.1023/B:JOEY.0000033806.85565.3e

Article résumé:
This study with 498 Periplaneta americana cockroaches used the « hot camera » experiment to
see if the cockroaches would stay longer or not on a hot plate when given some opioids.
They used a metal cylinder, one half was heated. They measured at first the amount of time the
cockroaches would stay on the hot cylinder part if they didn’t receive any opioids. They
excluded the individuals who stayed longer than 20 seconds.
Then, they injected one of the solutions in “the anterior chest wall between the bases of
forelimbs” of the cockroaches. These are the opiods they tested: morphine, naloxone, and
peptides of the group of beta-casomorphines (heptapeptide beta-casomorphine-7, pentapeptide
beta-casomorphine-5 shortened from the C-end, and hexapeptide beta-casomorphine-6
shortened from the N-end). The control group was injected a saline solution.
Results:
“ It has been shown that the morphine dose ED50 increasing twice the stay amounts to 200
µg/g, while that of naloxone, to 40, of heptapeptide YPFPGPI, to 440, and of pentapeptide
YPFPG, to 420 µg/g. Hexapeptide YPFPGP free of the N-terminal tyrosine had no statistically
significant effect on the stay duration.”
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9- Galizia, Giovanni - The Sound and the Fury—Bees Hiss when Expecting Danger
Email

giovanni.galizia@uni-konstanz.de

Homepage

https://neuro.uni-konstanz.de/03team/content/galizia.html

Research Subjects

neuroscience, olfactory processing, neural computation,
learning and memory, insect behavior

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Wehmann, H.-N., Gustav, D., Kirkerud, N. H., & Galizia, C.
G. (2015). The Sound and the Fury—Bees Hiss when
Expecting Danger. PLOS ONE, 10(3), e0118708.
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0118708

Article résumé:
Bees were put in a walking arena and were presented with two odors. One was paired with an
electrical shock to produce aversive conditioning. At first, bees didn’t produce any sound when
presented the two odors, but after the conditioning period, they produced a hissing response
when they were presented the odor that has been associated with the electrical shock.
Researchers think hissing might be an innate response to noxious stimuli. Therefore, bees don’t
only hiss as a reflex when they see a predator, but they also learn to hiss at new, noxious
stimuli that are usually harmless in nature.
*An article showing that bees produce a hissing sound when they see hornets (their predator)
https://doi.org/10.1051/apido:2008027
10- Gerber, Bertram - ‘Pain relief’ learning in fruit flies
Email

Bertram.Gerber@lin-magdeburg.de

Homepage

https://neurotree.org/beta/publications.php?pid=32489

Research Subjects

Drosophila Behavioral Neurogenetics

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Yarali, A., Niewalda, T., Chen, Y., Tanimoto, H., Duerrnagel,
S., & Gerber, B. (2008). ‘Pain relief’ learning in fruit flies.
Animal Behavior, 76(4), 1173‑1185.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.anbehav.2008.05.025
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Article résumé:
When an odor preceded an electrical shock, flies learned to avoid it. When the odor followed the
shock, it predicted relief from shock and flies approached it.
‘’Fruit flies, Drosophila melanogaster, learned two kinds of prediction regarding a ‘traumatic’
experience. If an odour preceded an electric shock during training, it predicted shock, and flies
subsequently avoided it. When the sequence of events during training was reversed, that is
odour followed shock, the odour predicted relief from shock and flies approached it. We call this
latter effect ‘relief’ learning and showed that, in terms of psychological mechanisms, it
established genuinely associative conditioned approach behavior.
11- Menzel, Randolf - Classical conditioning of proboscis extension in honeybees (Apis
mellifera)
Email

menzel@neurobiologie.fu-berlin.de

Homepage

https://www.bcp.fuberlin.de/en/biologie/arbeitsgruppen/neurobiologie/ag_menz
el/index.html

Research Subjects

Neurobiology, behavior and learning in honeybees

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Bitterman, M. E., Menzel, R., Fietz, A., & Schäfer, S. (1983).
Classical conditioning of proboscis extension in honeybees
(Apis mellifera). Journal of Comparative Psychology, 97(2),
107‑119. https://doi.org/10.1037/0735-7036.97.2.107)

Article résumé:
Honeybees can learn by olfactory conditioning an association between an odor and the
presentation of sugar. When their antennae are touched by a sugary solution, the honeybee will
extend its proboscis (mouthpart) to suck the sugar. After olfactory conditioning, the mere
presentation of the odor will release the proboscis extension response.
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12- Menzel, Randolf - The concepts of ‘sameness’ and ‘difference’ in an insect
Email

menzel@neurobiologie.fu-berlin.de

Homepage

https://www.bcp.fuberlin.de/en/biologie/arbeitsgruppen/neurobiologie/ag_menzel/in
dex.html

Research Subjects

Neurobiology, behavior and learning in honeybees

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Giurfa, M., Zhang, S., Jenett, A., Menzel, R., & Srinivasan,
M. V. (2001). The concepts of ‘sameness’ and ‘difference’ in
an insect. Nature, 410(6831), 930‑933.
https://doi.org/10.1038/35073582

Article résumé:
The bees had to select a stimulus that was identical or different from the initial stimulus to get a
reward in a T-maze. Their ability to perform correctly shows that honeybees understand the
concepts of “sameness” and “difference”.
“They learn to solve ‘delayed matching-to-sample’ tasks, in which they are required to respond
to a matching stimulus, and ‘delayed non-matching-to-sample’ tasks, in which they are required
to respond to a different stimulus; they can also transfer the learned rules to new stimuli of the
same or a different sensory modality. Thus, not only can bees learn specific objects and their
physical parameters, but they can also master abstract inter-relationships, such as sameness
and difference.”
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13- Mizunami, Makamoto - Classical conditioning of activities of salivary neurones in the
cockroach
Email

mizunami＠sci.hokudai.ac.jp

Homepage

https://www.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~mizunami/MICROB~2/eindex.html

Research Subjects

mechanisms of Pavlovian learning in insects

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Watanabe, H., & Mizunami, M. (2006). Classical conditioning
of activities of salivary neurones in the cockroach. The
Journal of Experimental Biology, 209(Pt 4), 766‑779.
https://doi.org/10.1242/jeb.02049

Article résumé:
‘’We found that salivary neurons of the cockroach Periplaneta americana exhibited a strong
response to sucrose solution applied to the mouth and a weak response to odors applied to an
antenna, and we studied the effect of conditioning on the activities of salivary neurons. After
three sets of differential conditioning trials in which an odor was presented just before the
presentation of sucrose solution and the other odor was presented alone, the response of
salivary neurons to sucrose-associated odor significantly increased but that to the odor
presented alone was unchanged. Backward pairing trials in which an odor was presented after
the presentation of sucrose solution were not effective in achieving conditioning. Our study of
the change in the level of saliva secretion in response to electrical stimulation of salivary
neurons suggested that the magnitude of increase in odor response of salivary neurons by
conditioning is sufficient to lead to an increased level of salivation. This study suggests classical
conditioning of salivation in an insect.’’
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14- Mizunami, Makamoto - Contextual olfactory learning in cockroaches
Email

mizunami＠sci.hokudai.ac.jp

Homepage

https://www.sci.hokudai.ac.jp/~mizunami/MICROB~2/eindex.html

Research Subjects

mechanisms of Pavlovian learning in insects

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Sato, C., Matsumoto, Y., Sakura, M., & Mizunami, M. (2006).
Contextual olfactory learning in cockroaches. NeuroReport,
17(5), 553‑557.
https://doi.org/10.1097/01.wnr.0000209002.17610.79

Article résumé:
This experiment shows that cockroaches can learn to select one of a pair of odors (associated
with sugary solution) and to avoid the other (associated with salty solution) in one light
condition. And they learned to do the opposite in a dark condition, when the associations were
reversed. This study shows that cockroaches can learn associations depending of the visual
context.
‘’One group of cockroaches received training to associate peppermint odor (conditioning
stimulus) with sucrose solution (appetitive unconditioned stimulus) and vanilla odor with saline
solution under illumination and to associate peppermint with aversive unconditioned stimulus
and vanilla with appetitive unconditioned stimulus in the dark. Another group received training
with the opposite stimulus arrangement. Before training, both groups exhibited preference for
vanilla over peppermint. After training, the former group preferred peppermint over vanilla under
illumination but preferred vanilla over peppermint in the dark, and the latter group exhibited the
opposite odor preference. We conclude that cockroaches are capable of disambiguating the
meaning of conditioning stimuli according to visual context.’’
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15- Sherry, David F. - Interval Timing by an Invertebrate, the Bumble Bee
Bombus impatiens
Email

sherry@uwo.ca

Homepage

https://davidsherry.ca/

Research Subjects

Neurology and bird behavior

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Boisvert, M. J., & Sherry, D. F. (2006). Interval Timing by an
Invertebrate, the Bumble Bee Bombus impatiens. Current
Biology, 16(16), 1636‑1640.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2006.06.064

Article résumé:
Bumblebees react the same way as rats and pigeons when they go through a standard fixed
interval procedure. They get a reward if they insert their proboscis in a small hole, but the
reward is only delivered after a fixed time interval has elapsed. The bumblebee waits until the
end of the interval to execute the proboscis insertion behavior. It shows they can anticipate the
end of the interval.

16- Solvi, Cwyn - Unexpected rewards induce dopamine-dependent positive emotion–
like state changes in bumblebees

Email

c.solvi@qmul.ac.uk

Homepage

http://chittkalab.sbcs.qmul.ac.uk/Cwyn.html

Research Subjects

Neuroethology, evolution of cognition, bees

Animal Sentience Contribution

None

Article reference
Article résumé:
“After training with one rewarding and one unrewarding cue, bees that received pretest sucrose
responded in a positive manner toward ambiguous cues. In a second experiment, pretest
consumption of sucrose solution resulted in a shorter time to reinitiate foraging after a simulated
predator attack. These behavioral changes were abolished with topical application of the
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dopamine antagonist fluphenazine. Further experiments established that pretest sucrose does
not simply cause bees to become more exploratory. Our findings present a new opportunity for
understanding the fundamental neural elements of emotions and may alter the view of how
emotion states affect decision- making in animals.”

17 - Srinivasan, Mandyam Veerambudi - In search of evidence for the experience of pain
in honeybees: A self-administration study

Email

m.srinivasan@uq.edu.au

Homepage

https://qbi.uq.edu.au/profile/613/srini-srinivasan

Research Subjects

Bioengineer and neuroscientist who studies visual systems,
particularly those of bees and birds.

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Groening, J., Venini, D., & Srinivasan, M. V. (2017). In
search of evidence for the experience of pain in honeybees :
A self-administration study. Scientific Reports, 7(1), 45825.
https://doi.org/10.1038/srep45825

Article résumé:
The results of this study show that injured bees do not appear to prefer morphine solution to
non-morphine solution.
*Rapporteur commentary: It doesn’t show that bees don’t feel pain, but only that pain sensation
may not be mediated by morphine in bees.
‘’Foragers were subjected to two different types of injuries: (i) a clip that applied
continuous pressure to one leg and (ii) amputation of one tarsus. The bees were given a
choice between two feeders, one offering pure sucrose solution, the other sucrose
solution plus morphine. We found that sustained pinching had no effect on the amount of
morphine consumed, and hence is unlikely to be experienced as painful. The amputated
bees did not shift their relative preference towards the analgesic either, but consumed
more morphine and more solution in total compared to intact controls. While our data do
not provide evidence for the self administration of morphine in response to pain, they
suggest that injured bees increase their overall food intake, presumably to meet the
increased energy requirements for an immune response caused by wounding. We
conclude that further experiments are required to gain insights into potential pain-like
states in honeybees and other insects.’’
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18- Stevenson, Philip C. - Toxins induce 'malaise' behavior in the honeybee (Apis
mellifera)

Email

P.C.Stevenson@greenwich.ac.uk

Homepage

https://www.kew.org/science/our-science/people/philstevenson

Research Subjects

Effects of plant chemicals on insect behavior

Animal Sentience Contribution

--

Article reference

Hurst, V., Stevenson, P. C., & Wright, G. A. (2014). Toxins
induce ‘malaise’ behavior in the honeybee (Apis mellifera).
Journal of Comparative Physiology A, 200(10), 881‑890.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00359-014-0932-0

Article résumé:
Apis mellifera exhibit ‘malaise’ behavior when they ingested or were injected toxins (quinine,
amygdalin, and lithium chloride). Bees spent more time grooming. They also dragged their
abdomen and curled up more.
Rats also drag their abdomen when they are intoxicated with a toxin, and it’s perceived as a
sign that the rat is feeling pain. The similarity of the bee’s and rat’s behavior suggests bees can
feel pain just like vertebrates do.
19- Syszka, Paul - Alpha oscillations govern interhemispheric spike timing coordination
in the honey bee brain
Email

paul.szyszka@otago.ac.nz <paul.szyszka@otago.ac.nz>;

Homepage

https://www.szyszkalab.com/

Research Subjects

Olfactory search in insects

Animal Sentience Contribution

None

Article reference

Tzvetan Popov and Paul Szyszka. (2020). Alpha oscillations
govern interhemispheric spike timing coordination in the
honey bee brain.Proc. R. Soc. B.2872020011520200115.
http://doi.org/10.1098/rspb.2020.0115
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Article résumé:
“The honeybee brain generates oscillations (around 18 Hz) which share characteristics of alpha
oscillations in the primate brain.” “Similar to primate's alpha/beta oscillations, honeybees' 18 Hz
oscillations occurred spontaneously, decreased in power during sensory stimulation, and biased
spike timing and higher frequency neuronal activity.” “the spontaneous 18 Hz oscillation
required an intact ipsilateral antenna, indicating that it is driven by spontaneous projection
neuron activity.”
Rapporteuer Comments: Note that the authors do not directly make the connection between this
finding and honeybee consciousness.

20- Wright, Geraldine A. - Agitated Honeybees Exhibit Pessimistic Cognitive Biases
Email

jeri.wright@ncl.ac.uk
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https://www.zoo.ox.ac.uk/people/professor-geraldine-wright#
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Chemical learning and sensation in insects, ecology

Animal Sentience Contribution
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Article reference

Melissa Bateson, Suzanne Desire, Sarah E. Gartside,
Geraldine A. Wright, Agitated Honeybees Exhibit Pessimistic
Cognitive Biases, Current Biology, Volume 21, Issue 12,
2011, Pages 1070-1073, ISSN 0960-9822,
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2011.05.017.

Article résumé:
Mammals who are in stressful situations tend to display pessimistic-like decision making. To test
this in invertebrates, researchers taught honeybees that one smell predicts reward (sucrose
water) and another smell predicts punishment (quinine solution).
Half the bees were then shaken for 60 seconds to simulate a colony attack. This would be a
highly stressful situation for the bees. The shaken bees had significantly lower levels of
octopamine, dopamine, and serotonin in honeybee hemolymph just after shaking.
All the bees were then introduced to new smells. The ones that had been shaken were more
likely to withhold their mouthparts when smelling the new smells, possibly worried they would be
given the bitter water (punishment).
“Agitated bees display a negative emotional state.” “It is logically inconsistent to claim that the
presence of pessimistic cognitive biases should be taken as confirmation that dogs or rats are
anxious but to deny the same conclusion in the case of honeybees.”
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21- Zhang, Shao Wu - Cross-modal interaction between visual and olfactory
learning in Apiscerana
Email

Shaowu.Zhang@anu.edu.au

Homepage

https://biology.anu.edu.au/people/visitors/shao-wu-zhang

Research Subjects

Biomedical Science and Biochemistry. Visual system in
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Animal Sentience Contribution
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Article reference

Zhang, L.-Z., Zhang, S.-W., Wang, Z.-L., Yan, W.-Y., &
Zeng, Z.-J. (2014). Cross-modal interaction between visual
and olfactory learning in Apiscerana. Journal of Comparative
Physiology. A, Neuroethology, Sensory, Neural, and
Behavioral Physiology, 200(10), 899‑909.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00359-014-0934-y

Article résumé:
Apis cerana is able to learn cross-modal associations. The bees had to associate a scent
(lemon or vanilla) with a specific striped visual pattern to get a reward in a T-maze.
‘’When honeybees learned to visit a sugar feeder of the reward box, visual or olfactory stimuli
were presented. If the honeybee made a correct selection (termed positive stimulus “+”)
according to patterns or scents, it could visit the feeder with a sugar reward. On the contrary, if it
made an incorrect selection (termed negative stimulus “−”), sugar reward would not be
available.’’
‘’The visual stimulus consisted of seven pairs of grating patterns (black/white strips). The
olfactory stimulus used was lemon essence or vanilla essence.’’
‘’First, the honeybees were trained to choose the positive grating with the lemon scent.’’
‘’Next, honeybees were given a half day of pre-training to associate period 4 cm pattern
oriented at 135° with vanilla-scent’’.
‘’The total choice frequencies were significantly higher than random choice of 50 % (P < 0.05)
during the test. This result indicates that honeybees exhibited cross-modal reinforcement of
memory when testing with stimuli below the threshold level.”
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22- Carere, Claudio - The Welfare of Invertebrate Animals
Email
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=it
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C. Carere, J. Mather (2019), The Welfare of Invertebrate
Animals, Animal Welfare 18, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3030-13947-6

Article résumé:
They translated the criteria from Sneddon and Elwood to assess sentience on spiders:
1) “Nociceptors and Central Nervous System”: Due to the lack of information about nociceptors
and CNS in spiders, behavior such as withdrawal, escape, and thanatosis in the presence of
noxious stimuli can suggest with the other criteria the feeling of pain.
2) “Physiological changes to noxious stimuli”: The change in octopamine (OA) and serotonin (5HT) during and/or after aversive stimuli are similar to the activation of the stress system in
vertebrates.
3) “Protective motor reactions that might include reduced use of an affected area such as
limping, rubbing, holding or autotomy”
4) “Avoidance learning:” Many studies show spiders avoid unpleasant stimuli. For example,
Long et al. (2015) show that jumping spiders avoid some vibrations that could potentially harm
them.
5) “Cognitive abilities”: Described as an example earlier with Portia, much evidence
demonstrates the cognitive abilities of spiders (behavioral plasticity, learning, memory, etc.).
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23- Lambert, Helen. Wouldn’t hurt a fly? A review of insect cognition and
sentience in relation to their use as food and feed.
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Animal sentience and welfare
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Lambert, H., Elwin, A., & D’Cruze, N. (2021). Wouldn’t hurt a
fly? A review of insect cognition and sentience in relation to
their use as food and feed. Applied Animal Behavior
Science, 243, 105432.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applanim.2021.105432

Article résumé:
In this article, Helen Lambert reviews the scientific literature about sentience and cognitive
abilities of insects. She points out that already a wide range of insects have been shown to
demonstrate cognitive capacities. She encourages that more researchers develop tools to show
animal sentience, because considerably fewer articles are assuming that. It is important for her
because there is now a rise of entomophagy (eating insects). This practice is promoted by the
FAO as ‘’ future prospects for food and feed security”. The reasons evoked to promote that are
“human health, environment, socio-economis arising from the development of sustainable
livelihoods.” This is problematic because it contains a lot of risks (potential contaminants,
antibiotic-resistant genes, exploitation, etc.) but also, it’s animal welfare implications are huge.
Crickets, for example, have been shown to feel stress and the FAO recommends boiling them
(even though it is now considered inhumane to decapod crustaceans). There also is evidence of
cognitive abilities in
o
Weaver ants (oecophylla)
o
Migratory locusts (locusta migratoria)
o
Lesser grain borer beetle (rhyzopertha dominica)
o
Mustard leaf beetle (phaedon cochleariae)
o
Dwarf beetle (nephanes titan)
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Other Arthropods
1- Diarta-Plata et al. - Eyestalk ablation procedures to minimize pain in the freshwater
prawn Macrobrachium americanum
Email
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Diarte-Plata, G., Sainz-Hernández, J. C., Aguiñaga-Cruz, J.
A., Fierro-Coronado, J. A., Polanco-Torres, A., & PuentePalazuelos, C. (2012). Eyestalk ablation procedures to
minimize pain in the freshwater prawn Macrobrachium
americanum. Applied Animal Behavior Science, 140(3–4),
172–178. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.applanim.2012.06.002

Article résumé:
This article studies the reaction of the shrimp Macrobrachium americanum to unilateral eyestalk
ablation, unilateral eyestalk ablation and covering to allow coagulation and ligation at the base
of the eyestalk with and without Xylocaine treatment (an anesthetic). The pain behaviors related
to the ablation are tail flicking, rubbing, non-sheltering, disorientation, recoil and stooping. The
group using Xylocaine and ablation by covering had the least pain-like behaviors.
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2- Diggles, B. K. - Review of some scientific issues related to crustacean welfare.
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Animal Sentience Contribution
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Article reference

Diggles, B. K. (2019). Review of some scientific issues
related to crustacean welfare. ICES Journal of Marine
Science, 76(1), 66–81.
https://doi.org/10.1093/icesjms/fsy058

Article résumé:
These are the criticisms made by Diggles about the claims of pain in crustaceans:
1) Acceptance of claims of pain for these animals, even as a precautionary measure,
represents acceptance of a much lower evidentiary bar than is usually dictated by
normal scientific standards;
2) To be considered in the definition of pain: - Needs to be an emotional experience;
Encoding noxious stimuli doesn’t necessarily imply pain; Pain as a psychological state;
Pain is felt by animals with brains that are sufficiently developed to generate
phenomenal consciousness and sentience;
3) Operational definitions of pain have been inconsistent or absent;
4) Problems with experimental administration of putatively “painful” stimuli: Application of
mild electric shocks to crabs may not represent a truly noxious stimuli because they are
unlikely to cause tissue damage (Behaviors could simply be habituation or associative
learning in response to an irritating stimulus): Absence of validated, reliable methods for
initiating and measuring nociception in crustaceans using electric shocks;
5) Negative results and alternative interpretations are often ignored;
6) Misinterpretation of “morphine analgesia” (Morphine may result in general nonresponsiveness, not an analgesic effect);
7) Experiments employing electric shocks: technical shortcomings and misinterpreted
results: Avoidance learning is context dependent; Not sure if sufficient electrical current
was used to activate tissues, and what receptors (if any) were activated. Elwood and
Adams (2015): conflated the terms “stress” and “pain” (criticism by Stevens et al., 2016).
Failure of a hermit crab to evacuate its shell in Magee and Elwood (2016) could also be
associated with olfactory, gustatory, or other chemosensory stimuli that may have
initiated other unforeseen behavioral interactions;
8) Effects of chemical applications are often not replicable, and interpretation is controversial;
9) Only a narrow range of decapod species have been studied to date;
10) Anthropomorphic interpretations of stress in crustaceans.
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3- Elwood, Robert W. - Shock avoidance by discrimination learning in the shore crab
(Carcinus maenas) is consistent with a key criterion for pain
Email
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Homepage
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Magee, B., & Elwood, R. W. (2013). Shock avoidance by
discrimination learning in the shore crab (Carcinus maenas)
is consistent with a key criterion for pain. Journal of
Experimental Biology, 216(3), 353–358.
https://doi.org/10.1242/jeb.072041

Article résumé:
Crabs naturally have a strong urge to seek dark shelters and avoid the light. Crabs could go in
one of two dark shelters to escape the bright light of their environment. One of the shelters
shocks the crabs. The crabs would exit the shelter to avoid the shock even though they do not
like bright lights. “Those that received shock in trial 2, irrespective of shock in trial 1, were more
likely to switch shelter choice in the next trial and thus showed rapid discrimination.” When the
shelters were decorated differently or when the crabs’ orientation were changed, the crabs
would still recall which shelter emitted the shock and would avoid it.

4- Fossat, Pascal - Social harassment induces anxiety-like behavior in crayfish
Email

Pascal.Fossat@u-bordeaux.fr
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Bacqué-Cazenave, J., Cattaert, D., Delbecque, J.-P. and
Fossat, P. (2017). Social harassment induces anxiety-like
behavior in crayfish. Sci. Rep. 7, 39935.
https://doi.org/10.1038/srep39935

Article résumé:
“When placed in the restricted space of an aquarium, crayfish dyads generally fight until one of
the opponents suddenly escapes, thereafter clearly expressing a submissive behavior.”
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Afterwards, “losers expressed anxiety-like behavior (ALB) in correlation with the stress intensity
they suffered during the harassment period mainly.” ALB mostly means that losers would sulk
and hide in the darker corners of their enclosure. Winners would not.
“Injections of an anxiolytic abolished ALB, confirming its homology with anxiety. A serotonin (5HT) antagonist had the same effect, suggesting a role for 5-HT, whose brain concentrations
increased much more in losers than in winners.”

5- Grace,Randolph C, Arthropod Intelligence? The Case for Portia.
Email
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Cross, F. R., Carvell, G. E., Jackson, R. R., & Grace, R. C.
(2020). Arthropod Intelligence? The Case for Portia.
Frontiers in Psychology, 11, 568049.
https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2020.568049

Article résumé:
The arthropod Portia (family Salticidae) is a genus of jumping spiders well known for its
intelligence as in a “flexible problem-solving capacity”. They reviewed recent experimental
research on pre-planned detours, expectancy violation, and capacity to solve confinement
problems. They argue Portia has intelligence and cognition. Cognition is defined by them as a
“reliance on internal representation”. In the experiment of pre-planned detours, Portia makes
detours to reach locations where it can attack its prey (prey spiders mostly). Before any learning
or training, Portia had to assess which route to take before going to reach their prey. This
strategic planning ahead of action was successful for 251 of 266 spiders. They argue that this
behavior is intelligent and highlight that octopus, turtles, dogs, and cats placed in a similar and
comparable experimental situation have not been able to assess the situation at the start
leading to success. These other animals learned by trial and error until they understood the right
way to go. In 2014, the authors also did an experiment (expectancy violation) to see if Portia
africana could retain the internal representation of different preys when they were presented,
then removed, and presented again. P. Africana was less likely to attack when the prey species
or the prey color had changed during the trial (during the moment the prey was removed). This
suggests that they had represented the prey into their working memory at the beginning of the
experiment.
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6 - Hill, David Edwin - Orientation by jumping spiders of the genus Phidippus
(Araneae :Salticidae) during the pursuit of prey
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Hill, D. E. (1979). Orientation by jumping spiders of the
genus Phidippus (Araneae :Salticidae) during the pursuit of
prey. BehavioralEcology and Sociobiology, 5(3), 301‑322.
https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00293678

Article résumé:
Phidippus (a genus in the family of Salticidae, jumping spiders) can plan detours and integrate
visual cues to develop a spatial representation of a prey’s position. When a prey is on a part of a
plant that is not accessible by a direct pathway, the spider identifies an accessible part of the
plant closer to the prey as a secondary goal. They keep in memory the prey’s position: when
they get to the secondary goal, they turn to reorient themselves to face the expected position of
the prey. This is a complex integration of visual information, since Phidippus is able to ‘’mind
map’’ an area and to have a 3D perspective without having seen the environment from different
angles.
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7. Jackson, Robert R. - Trial-and-error solving of a confinement problem by a jumping
spider, Portia fimbriata
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Jackson, R. R., Carter, C. M., & Tarsitano, M. S. (2001).
Trial-and-Error Solving of a Confinement Problem
by a Jumping Spider, Portia fimbriata. Behavior,
138(10), 1215‑1234.

Article résumé:
Spiders could escape from an island surrounded by water in two possible ways, leaping or
swimming. Spiders who failed in their first attempt chose the second way or escaping, and the
ones who succeeded in their first attempt chose to stay with their first method. These experiments
show that Portia fimbriata is able to make decisions based on clues in the environment and on
precedent experiences.
‘’ [...] spiders perceive whether the consequence of the first choice is failure (i.e. whether, after
choosing, they are no closer to the edge of the tray) or success (i.e. whether, after choosing, they
land closer to the edge of the tray) and use this feedback when choosing the second time.’’
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8 - Jackson, Robert - Specialised use of working memory by Portia africana, a spidereating salticid
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Cross, F. R., & Jackson, R. R. (2014). Specialised use of
working memory by Portia africana, a spider-eating salticid.
Animal Cognition, 17(2), 435‑444.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10071-013-0675-2

Article résumé:
This experiment shows that Portia africana has the ability to keep a representation of a prey in
their working memory.
The spider was facing a lure (for 30 seconds) that could be reached by leaping. After, the view
of the lure was blocked by a shutter for 90 seconds. When the shutter was removed, there was
either the same lure as before, or a new one. Significantly fewer spiders leapt when the first lure
was replaced by a new one.
There was no significant change when the same lure was presented but with a different
orientation. These results suggest that Portia africana can have a mental representation of the
characteristics of a prey, which is independent of the prey’s orientation.
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9 - Jackson, Robert - Representation of different exact numbers of prey by a spidereating predator.
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Interface Focus, 7(3), 20160035.
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsfs.2016.0035

Article résumé:
Portia spiders could see a lure, or multiple lures, from a starting platform, and then had to take a
detour to access it. They had to pass by a viewing platform, from where they could see the lure
again, but the number of preys might be different. Spiders of the experimental group took more
time to access the lure than spiders of the control group, because they hesitated more when
they got on the viewing platform. Portia seems to represent 1 and 2 as different categories but
represent 3 and more as a single category (many). There was no difference between groups
when the only change was the lure placement, and not the number.
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10- Pfannenstiel, Robert - Odor-based recognition of nectar in cursorial spiders
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Article résumé:
The Hibanafutilis learned after only one trial the association between the scent of vanilla and the
presentation of a reward (the spiders who fed on the vanilla scented sugar water located
significantly faster the vanilla scented sugar water than the spiders who fed on non scented
sugar water). The association lasted for several hours.
Extract:
‘’We found that H. futilis could be conditioned to associate the presence of nectar with a novel
aroma, in this case vanilla, and remember this aroma over the course of several hours. In
arenas with vanilla-scented nectaries, spiders that had previous experience feeding on vanillascented sucrose droplets located the nectaries significantly faster than did vanilla-naïve spiders.
The capacity to remember specific aromas could enhance the spiders’ ability to find nectar,
either when moving between different parts of the same plant or among different plant

species. The results here indicate that nectarivorous spiders possess the sensory
capabilities and programed behaviors necessary for efficient detection, recognition, and
location of nectar sources.’’
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11- Pope, Edward C. - Maze learning and memory in a decapod crustacean
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(2019). Maze learning and memory in a decapod
crustacean. Biology Letters, 15(10), 20190407.
https://doi.org/10.1098/rsbl.2019.0407

Article résumé:
They studied the crab Carcinus maenas and their ability to learn a maze having food as a
motivating factor. With the 4 consecutive weeks of learning, crabs show an improvement. They
also show memory when they return to the maze two weeks later without food and do it faster
than unconditioned crabs. This study shows that crabs are capable of spatial learning.
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Molluscs
1- Andrews, Paul L.R., et al. - The identification and management of pain, suffering and
distress in cephalopods, including anaesthesia, analgesia and humane killing
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management of pain, suffering and distress in cephalopods,
including anaesthesia, analgesia and humane killing. Journal
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jembe.2013.02.010

Article résumé:
This article reviews evidence for the experience of pain in cephalopods as well as techniques
and agents for analgesia. They consider that cephalopods are likely to ability to experience pain
based on these criteria:
- Nociceptors
- Higher brain centres
- Possession of nervous pathways connecting the nociceptive system to the higher brain
centres
- Opioid receptors in the CNS
- Modified response to noxious stimuli following analgesics
- Reactions to noxious stimuli as avoidance (similar to human response)
- Association between apparently non-painful with painful events
They also propose a list of behavioral and physiological observed signs that could potentially
indicate suffering. For example, skin color (abnormal patterning) - skin texture - abnormal body
posture - behavioral changes (stereotypical, reduced grooming, reduced or increased
urge/speed to attack prey) - reduced to absent food intake - reduced to absent fecal output rare to frequent vomiting - poorly coordinated ventilation - etc.
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2- Crook, Robyn J. - Nociceptive Behavior and Physiology of Molluscs: Animal
Welfare Implications
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Article résumé:
“We review the physiology of nociceptors and behavioral responses to noxious
stimulation in several molluscan taxa, and discuss the possibility that nociception may result in
painlike states in at least some molluscs that possess more complex nervous systems”
“firm conclusions about the possible existence of pain in molluscs may be unattainable.
Evolutionary divergence and differences in lifestyle, physiology, and neuroanatomy suggest that
painlike experiences in molluscs, if they exist, should differ from those in mammals. But reports
indicate that some molluscs exhibit motivational states and cognitive capabilities that may be
consistent with a capacity for states with functional parallels to pain.”

“All molluscs examined have shown a capacity for nociception as demonstrated by behavioral
responses and/or by direct recording from nociceptors and other neurons.”
“But not all mechanisms related to nociceptive biology are widely shared. For example,
analgesic like effects mediated by true opioids and opioid receptors may be absent in
invertebrates (Dores et al. 2002), and vertebrates may possess some synaptic mechanisms that
are absent in invertebrates (Ryan and Grant 2009). Moreover, the sharing of many basic
molecular building blocks does not imply sharing of higher order processes that depend on
those building blocks.”
The paper concludes by saying that experiments on mollusks take into account the possibility
for pain and use anesthesia when causing potential pain.
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3- Crook, Robyn J. - Peripheral injury induces long-term sensitization of defensive
responses to visual and tactile stimuli in the squid
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Article résumé:
Squid were trapped and the distal third of their arm was removed using surgical scissors. Their
behaviors were then monitored. Immediately after, the squid responded by escape jetting and
ink release. The squid then “[express] behavioral alterations persisting for at least 2 days after
injury.” The injured squid were more likely to “initiate escape earlier and continue escape
behaviors for longer when tested from 1 to 48 h after injury.”
“While our results do not provide evidence that prolonged nociceptive sensitization in squid is
associated with the motivational/emotional components central to the definition of pain, neither
do they exclude this possibility.”
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4- Dalesman, Sarah - Environmentally relevant stressors alter memory formation in the
pond snail Lymnaea
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Combining Stressors That Individually Impede Long-Term
Memory Blocks All Memory Processes
Dalesman S, Sunada H, Teskey ML, Lukowiak K (2013)
Combining Stressors That Individually Impede Long-Term
Memory Blocks All Memory Processes. PLOS ONE 8(11):
e79561. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0079561

Article résumé:
Pond snails are commonly used as model species in studies of learning and memory. The
researchers tested the effect of the combination of two stressors on pond snails. (Individually,
both stressors affect long-term memory.) Unsurprisingly, doubling the stressors also affects
long-term memory: “by combining stressors that individually block LTM only we can block all
memory processes. Therefore, the effects of two stressors with similar individual affect on
memory phenotype may be additive when experienced in combination.”
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5- Dalesman, Sarah - Trail following differs between wild and captive-reared snails,
Lymnaea stagnalis
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Studies, Volume 81, Issue 2, May 2015, Pages 299–302,
https://doi.org/10.1093/mollus/eyu082

Article résumé:
Snails can identify themselves. Snails lay down mucus trails and use them to identify self and
other snails. Placing a snail in an arena, it will move around the enclosure leaving a trail. When
it hits its own trail, it doesn’t react. However, when you place them in an arena with another
snail’s trail, the snail will often begin to follow the trail of the other snail.
There are also other gastropods that follow their own trail to find their way home.
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6- Dolen, Gul - A Conserved Role for Serotonergic Neurotransmission in Mediating
Social Behavior in Octopus
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2018, Pages 3136-3142.e4, ISSN 0960-9822.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2018.07.061

Article résumé:
“Serotonin is an evolutionarily ancient molecule [7] that has been implicated in regulating both
invertebrate [8] and vertebrate [9] social behaviors, raising the possibility that this
neurotransmitter’s prosocial functions may be conserved across evolution.”
Octopuses have clear “orthologs” in common with humans (along with many other mammals).
(“Orthologs are genes in different species that evolved from a common ancestral gene by
speciation. In general, orthologs retain the same function during the course of evolution.”) The
gene in question is called SLC6A4. “The part of this gene that the researchers found was the
most similar to ours is one that creates a part of the reuptake protein that is affected by a drug
called MDMA, otherwise known as ecstasy. When MDMA interacts with this part of the protein,
it blocks serotonin from being able to attach to the protein to be taken back up into the neuron
before the synaptic cleft, causing more serotonin to be taken in by the next neuron, thereby
increasing the length of time serotonin is sending its signal. It is thought that this blocking of
reuptake and increase in the serotonin signal helps make the people who take MDMA more
socially disinhibited.”
Before giving MDMA to the octopuses, they put them in an enclosure with 2 rooms. One room
had an interesting object and the other had a new octopus the test subject had never met.
Octopuses are known to be asocial and in the control test, they spent more time looking at the
object than being with the other octopus. The situation was repeated after having given the
subjects MDMA. The subjects spent much more time with the new octopus (they had never
met).
“This study also shows how neural systems involved in social behavior have advanced similarly
in species that developed differently from us across evolutionary time in almost every other
way.”
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7- Ikeda, Yuzuru - A perspective on the study of cognition and sociality of cephalopod
mollusks, a group of intelligent marine invertebrates
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Article résumé:
“Subadult S. lessoniana [bigfin reef squid] individuals clearly react to their reflection in a mirror.
They orient themselves toward the mirror, approach the mirror, and repeatedly touch the mirror
with their arms as if they watch to confirm themselves. As S. lessoniana do not usually touch
anything except mates (during courtship) and prey items, mirror-touching suggests that the
squid are treating their reflection as they would another animal (as either a potential mate or
potential prey).”
“Newly hatched S. lessoniana juveniles touch the mirror, but with lower frequency than seen in
subadults.” Just like young primates and young humans. When they tried the mark test (mark on
their head where they can’t see without the mirror) stared at the mirror and touched it more than
control squid. “These findings suggest the potential for self-recognition or its precursor in
squids.”
More social cephalopods (those in schools or that sometimes group together) seemed to react
more strongly to the mirror test than lone cephalopod species. (Keep in mind, gorillas don’t pass
the mirror test so it shouldn’t be necessary for consciousness.)
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8- Kamenos, Nicholas A. - Substratum-mediated heart rate responses of an invertebrate
to predation threat
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Article résumé:
“In the vicinity of known refuges, stationary scallops under predation threat had significantly
lower cardiac activity than individuals in habitats lacking refuges. Scallops not under predation
threat did not show significant differences in cardiac activity”
Conclusion: Scared scallops had faster heart rates than un-scared scallops.

9- Lukowiak, Ken - Does conditioned taste aversion learning in the pond snail Lymnaea
stagnalis produce conditioned fear?
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(2011). Does conditioned taste aversion learning in the pond
snail Lymnaea stagnalis produce conditioned fear? Biol.
Bull. 220, 71-81. https://doi.org/10.1086/BBLv220n1p71

Article résumé:
A conditioned taste aversion (CTA) test was done in pond snails. They were fed a sucrose
solution which had KCl mixed in. At first, they would want to eat the sucrose, but the KCl would
cause them to have a “whole-body withdrawal response.” “After 10 paired presentations of the
CS and US, the CS (i.e., sucrose) no longer acts as an appetitive stimulus.” The CTA now
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persists as a long term memory. After over 50 CTA pairings, the snails would no longer try to
eat the sucrose, but would instead retreat into its shell. The scientists hypothesized that the CS
would make the snails scared. To test this, they studied the snails’ heartrates. In humans,
“stress, ischemia, hypoxia, etc., are known to cause a premature ventricular contraction that is
perceived as a skipped heartbeat.” Many mammals also experience a change in the speed of
their heartrate. In the end, “CS significantly increased the probability of a skipped heartbeat, but
did not significantly change the heart rate.” “These results suggest that as a consequence of
acquiring CTA, the CS evokes conditioned fear in the conditioned snails, as evidenced by a
change in the nervous system control of cardiac activity.”

10- Noël-Guéry, Alix - Octopus Sentience: Three Criteria
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Article reference
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Animal Sentience, 4(26). https://doi.org/10.51291/23777478.1514

Article résumé:
The author argues that the question of octopus sentience requires an answer, especially to
ensure the animal’s welfare. He proposes that three consensual criteria need to be met in order
to prove cephalopod sentience. The first criterion is that of pain perception. When an animal
does not show signs of pain, there is doubt concerning its sentience. Octopuses do react to
injury as though they are in pain. They tend and guard sites of injury. The second criterion is the
presence of a central nervous system (CNS). The CNS of an octopus seems less centralized
than other animals, but it is still centralized. The third criterion is the animal’s response to
anesthetic. The author quotes a study that states that, “clove oil showed rapid anesthetic and
recovery times in the common octopus.” Octopuses thus respond to anesthetic. The author
concludes by stating that “since the octopus meets the three criteria, it is likely sentient.
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11- Sebo, Jeff - The moral problem of other minds
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Article résumé:
This paper examines how we should treat other beings in cases of uncertainty about sentience.
Three options are presented. (1) An incautionary principle that permits us to treat other beings
as non-sentient. (2) A precautionary principle that requires us to treat other beings as sentient.
(3) An expected value principle that requires us to multiply the subjective probability that other
beings are sentient by the amount of moral value they would have if they were. The author
draws three conclusions. First, the precautionary and expected value principles are more
plausible than the incautionary principle. Second, if we accept a precautionary or expected
value principle, then, morally, we ought to treat many beings as having at least partial moral
status. Third, if we ought to treat many beings as having at least partial moral status, then
morality involves more cluelessness and demandingness than we might have thought.
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Article résumé:
Also known as the “marshmallow experiment”, this task tests whether an animal will delay
instant gratification for a bigger reward. Cuttlefish do.
“To test self-control, cuttlefish were presented with a delay maintenance task, which measures
an individual's ability to forgo immediate gratification and sustain a delay for a better but delayed
reward. Cuttlefish maintained delay durations for up to 50–130 s. To test learning performance,
we used a reversal-learning task, whereby cuttlefish were required to learn to associate the
reward with one of two stimuli and then subsequently learn to associate the reward with the
alternative stimulus. Cuttlefish that delayed gratification for longer had better learning
performance. Our results demonstrate that cuttlefish can tolerate delays to obtain food of higher
quality comparable to that of some large-brained vertebrates.”
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13- Sonetti, Dario - Endogenous morphine levels increase in molluscan neural and
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Article résumé:
In humans, endogenous (produced internally) opioids are produced to modulate pain. The body
uses these opioids to control pain and mood. These researchers showed that freshwater snails
and mussels also produce morphine after an injury. Why would these “simple” creatures
produce pain-modulating hormones if not to suppress the feeling of pain? Maybe they are
suppressing nociception not pain?
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General Invertebrates
1- Broom, Donald M. - The welfare of invertebrate animals such as insects,
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Article résumé:
“1. Our knowledge of the functioning of the brain and nervous system and of animal welfare has
advanced rapidly in recent years. Some of this new knowledge concerns invertebrate animals.
2.More sophisticated brain processing will provide better opportunities for coping with some
problems, for example, dealing with pain. As a consequence, a certain degree of pain and other
poor welfare may cause worse welfare in the simpler animals than in humans.
3.Spiders have substantial cognitive ability and perhaps executive awareness and some insects
such as bees and ants have quite high cognitive ability and probably assessment awareness.
4. Some aspects of the pain system exist in leeches, insects, snails and swimming sea slugs.
However, we cannot be sure that these animals feel pain, or that they do not feel pain.
5.There is a case for some degree of protection for spiders, gastropods and insects. However,
the case is not as strong as that for vertebrates, cephalopods and decapod Crustacea at
present.”
The article cites studies on invertebrate cognition.
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Article résumé:
The article offers a guideline of drugs and doses for anesthetizing different invertebrates
species. It gives a brief description of the physiology, anatomy, and natural history, as well as
anesthetic agents and techniques for gastropods, cephalopods, bivalves, spiders, scorpions,
crustaceans, insects and echinoderms.

3- Ross, Lindsay G. - Anaesthetic and Sedative Techniques for Aquatic Animals
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Article résumé (this is a book):

Ross, L. G., & Ross, B. (2009). Anaesthetic and sedative
techniques for aquatic animals. John Wiley & Sons.
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9781444302
264 (I emailed a pdf copy)
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Article résumé:
“We define stress as a type of stimulation that is stronger and lasts for a longer duration,
upsetting a typical perturbation response given its dynamic parameters. The stress response,
which evolves out of the perturbation response, involves inducible signal molecules, i.e.,
cytokines. We surmise that the ability to exist in an ever-changing environment was a
requirement for all life forms, including invertebrates and single celled organisms. It would be
expected that these organisms exhibit both perturbation and stress responses. In this regard,
we demonstrate that these organisms have mammalian-like signal molecule systems, i.e.,
opioid, and corresponding behaviors that are similar to those found in mammals with regard to
both perturbation and stress responses. Thus, it would appear that these responses evolved
first in simpler organisms and were then maintained and enhanced during evolution.”
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Article résumé:
This is a report for Norway's animal protection legislation on invertebrate sentience. Concludes
that invertebrates are unlikely to be sentient, but gives them the benefit of the doubt (particularly
to cephalopods and social insects.)
The report describes the evolution of invertebrates and the nervous systems of Echinodermata,
Segmented worms (Annelida), Molluscs, Crustaceans, Spiders and Insects. It also discusses
invertebrate responses to noxious stimuli.
“Invertebrates react in different ways to detrimental stimuli (Fiorito 1986). The reactions
do not necessarily in itself indicate any experience of pain, but more an activation of the
central nervous system to produce avoidance or escape reactions.”
Insects: “from considerations of the insect nervous systems and their behavior there does not
appear to be any support to the occurrence of pain”
Decapods: “it is not clear if the lobster can feel pain”
Conclusion: “A definite answer to pain in invertebrates may be difficult to find. In the meantime,
efforts should be made to maintain these animals in the most appropriate way during
handling and confinement, giving them the benefit of doubt in situations that have a
potential to cause pain and stress.”
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